
TEACHER PREPARATION
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MEASURES  2016-2020

“The new Razorback Legacy
Program will ask previous
candidates about their impact on P-
12 learning and development and
how they measure that impact. Each
year employers will be asked a
question about our graduate(s) and
their impact on P-12 learning and
development.”2

Indicators of teaching
effectiveness

U of A demonstrates its graduates effectively

apply the professional knowledge, skills, and

dispositions that their preparation

experiences were designed to achieve.

1
Impact on P-12 learning and
development

U of A demonstrates its graduates contribute

to an expected level of P-12 student-

learning. 
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3
Satisfaction of employers
and employment milestones

U of A demonstrates employment milestones

and employer satisfaction with graduates'

preparation for their assigned responsibilities

in working with P-12 students.
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4
Satisfaction of graduates

U of A graduates' perceive their preparation

relevant to the responsibilities they confront

on the job and that the preparation was

effective.
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5
Graduation

rates
U of A graduation rates are consistently over

90%.

 

 6 Licensure rates

U of A demonstrates graduates' ability to

meet licensing requirements and any

additional state requirements.

 

7
Employability

U of A graduates are able to be hired in education

positions for which they have been prepared .
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8
Student loan default rates and
other consumer information

 

For more information go to https://teacher-
education.uark.edu/accreditation/

Where are our
graduates? 63%

STAY IN ARKANSAS
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